Wednesday, October 24, 2018

Dear SAS Honors Program Students,

It’s that time in the semester again: when the mid-term lingers beyond the actual middle of the term and everything is due all at once. It’s the same for us staff. You know what keeps us going in 35? Dad jokes. So I’ve integrated a few in this letter to spread some joy.

A quick tangent: I’m a big fan of fall food. Take the versatile pumpkin, for instance. It enhances lattes and bread. And when you divide the circumference of your jack-o-lantern by its diameter, you get pumpkin pi. Who doesn’t like a little dessert while studying? Be sure to save that tricky formula to your calculator for the next exam! Gosh, we’re clever.

We hope you will fall into some of these exciting upcoming programs. There are a few student theater productions around the corner, including Ten Blocks on the Camino Real and Cabaret. You have the write stuff to join the Artists Collective Writing Workshop. Talk about your academic goals and sip iced tea at Thirsty Thursday with Dean Kim-Lee. Challenge yourself and your friends at the Halloween Escape Room. Discuss studying abroad in Europe at Rutgers Global Conversations. Try your hand at designing a new SASHP logo or an academic space for the Big10 Student Design Challenge.

If you’re stressed, need sound advice, or want to pick your courses for next term, the SASHP advising deans are ready to help. We’re like the crossing gourds who help little pumpkins cross the road. Get it? Gourds? OK.

Although it’s a little chilly out, don’t underestimate the wellness benefits of taking a study break and standing outside for a bit. It will make you outstanding! OK. We’ll stop.

Have a great rest of the week and show those papers who’s boss!

Enjoy the day,

Dean Musu Davis  
SASHP Administrative Director & Guest Newsletter Editor  
*Shout out to 35’s own Mary Jo Zachary & Faith H. for their clever contributions
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Rutgers
Food Pantry

If you’re running low on cash and meal swipes, make sure to get the food you need from the Rutgers Food Pantry. Located on 39 Union St (College Ave). More info at: ruoffcampus.rutgers.edu/food/
Ten Blocks on the Camino Real
The Rutgers Theater Company presents Tennessee Williams’ phantasmagorical play Ten Blocks on the Camino Real. Set in a plaza of a teeming tropical seaport, a young boxer stumbles into a world of figures from history and literature, artists and criminals, tyrants and idealists, the poetic and the banal in a fever dream. Tickets available at 35 College Ave (SASHP Main Office). Oct 27, 7:30 PM or Oct 28, 2 PM at Philip J. Levin Theater, College Ave Campus. ***Counts as an outside event for Honors Colloquium.

Artists Collective Writing Workshop
Do you have a hidden talent for writing? Discuss creative writing and do generative writing exercises with peers. Cookies will be served. Oct 29, 8 PM, 35 College Ave Parlor, College Ave Campus.

Thirsty Thursday with Dean Kim-Lee
Get to know your advising dean! Dean Kim-Lee will be offering iced tea and advising for this Thirsty Thursday event. Make a personal connection and get some excellent advice for your college career. Oct 25, 2 to 4 PM in McCormick Lounge, Busch Campus.
An Evening at the Theater
You are invited to attend an evening at the theater! The Livingston Theatre Company will be putting on a production of *Cabaret*. Nov 8, 8 PM, Livingston Student Center, Livingston Campus. For a complimentary ticket, email knagy@sas.rutgers.edu by Nov 2.

Halloween Escape Room
Can you escape in time for Halloweekend? The Peer Mentor Program is constructing an extra spooky Halloween escape room. Oct 29 and 30, 6 to 9 PM at 35 College Ave Parlor, College Ave Campus. Click here for more information and to sign up.

Happening @ 35: Rutgers Global
Are you interested in studying abroad? Visit the Honors Main Office for a Rutgers Global conversation with study abroad directors. Participate in a roundtable discussion about RU Global programs abroad based in the UK, France, and Spain. Oct 26, 10 to 11 AM at 35 College Ave Parlor (Honors Main Office), College Ave Campus

For a full calendar of events, visit www.sashonors.rutgers.edu
STATUE of LIBERTY & ELLIS ISLAND

SAS HONORS BUS TRIP

Sunday, November 11

Bus departs College Ave Student Center at 10:00 a.m.

Sign up online at https://bit.ly/2Pancx6 and bring $5 to 35 College Ave.

Email honors@sas.rutgers.edu for more information.
SASHP Logo Design Contest
Do you have an eye for design? Show it off by designing SASHP a new graphic logo. Winners will receive recognition across all SASHP media platforms as well as Honors Program swag. Priority deadline is Nov 1. Click here for more information.

Big10 Student Design Challenge
Have a say in designing your academic spaces! Enter the Big10 Student Design Challenge. Get into groups with your friends and submit your most creative design. Enter here by 11/27.

Honors Blog Post
Are you looking for the perfect autumn read? If so, check out this week's blog post! Read a review of the horror-thriller novel Hunting Prince Dracula. Visit rutgershonorsblog.wordpress.com.

Follow Us!
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